
S M A R T

GNSS SMART ANTENNA

SXblue SMART
Simple and elegant
without losing precision



INGENIOUS AND STYLISH DESIGN
 

With a highly integrated and layered design, SXblue SMART is smaller than 
other Galaxy series receivers. The magnesium alloy body of the shell adds 
durability, while the weight totals only 850g including the internal battery, 
which is very light and convenient to carry.



THE EXTRAORDINARY INBUILT RADIO
 

SXblue SMART adopts a new self-developed digital radio module with 
“Farlink” protocol to achieve an 8km working range. The large transmission 
bandwidth of “Farlink” perfectly solves the problem of the large data volume, 
for multiple constellations transmission. The power consumption during data 
transmission is reduced by about 60% compared to traditional RTK.



THE ULTIMATE GOAL
OF FULL SIGNAL TRACKING
 

SXblue SMART combines high and low-frequency 
integrated antennae with a low-profile design to 
reduce the physical difference between high and 
low-frequency bands and improve phase center 
consistency. The applied frequency selective 
radiation mechanism enhances the antenna’s 
anti-interference ability. Combined with a high-
performance GNSS board, SXblue SMART fully 
supports all the running satellite constellations, 
especially BeiDou III global satellite signals.

WORRY-FREE SURVEYING
 

The new generation of SoC platform offers more stable RTK performance 
and lower power consumption. The built-in 6800mAh high-performance 
battery supports 15 hours* of continuous operation. SXblue SMART 
adopts a Type-C charging interface that supports PD rapid charging. The 
battery can be fully charged in 3 hours and easily sustains a full day’s 
work. Generally, the working time depends on the use of datalink. Typical 
working time with the Bluetooth mode is around 15 hours.



PUSHING AHEAD INTO THE FUTURE
 

SXblue SMART is integrated with an advanced SoC, offering the 
advantages of high integration and low power consumption, 
efficient suppressing of the interference signals, and higher-
quality observation data from satellite constellations.  
SXblue SMART will bring you a leap-forward experience in 
RTK performance.



MEASURE WHATEVER YOU WANT
 

SXblue SMART features the new generation Inertial Measurement Unit 
which makes tilt measurement more stable and accurate. The coordinates 
are corrected automatically according to the inclination direction and 
angle.  Thus, without needing to always level the receiver, surveyors get 
their productivity boosted by about 30 percent.



BASE STATION ALTITUDE REMINDER
 

The built-in high-precision tilt attitude module is associated with the 
receiver attitude. When the base station moves or falls, it can accurately 
detect it, and promptly issue a reminder.
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